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Wolf wears a tracking collar in Oregon. Photo: Oregon Fish and Wildlife (CC BY)

Study: Killing wolves increases attacks
Lethal controls can fracture packs, result in more breeding pairs
The findings of a newly released academic paper
may surprise you: Killing wolves actually leads to
more dead cattle, not less.
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The paper—“Effects of wolf mortality on livestock
depredations”— was published in the opensource academic journal PLOS One at the
beginning of December. The study the paper
describes was conducted by Robert Wielgus and
Kaylie Peebles of Washing State University using
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Services (USFWS) data
from 1987-2012. They were analyzing existing
data to determine if the “widely accepted, but
untested, hypothesis” that lethal control of
wolves reduces livestock depredation.
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The paper’s authors looked at the confirmed
number of cattle and sheep depredated, wolf
population estimates, numbers of wolf breeding
pairs, and wolves killed in lethal control efforts
in the wolf-occupied areas of Idaho, Montana
and Wyoming. The data came from the USFWS
Interagency Annual Wolf Reports.
“Our results do not support the ‘remedial control’
hypothesis of predator mortality on livestock
depredations the following year,” read the study.
They were also able to tie a percentile increase of
depredation risk for each wolf killed.
“For each additional wolf killed the estimated
mean number of cattle depredated the following
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year increased by 5-6 percent,” the study The study was speaking in terms of
read. For sheep, the same situation
correlation—a consistent relationship
resulted in a 4 percent increase.
between things—not causation. This
is important, if only on an academic
This correlation exists to a point,
however. Once annual wolf mortality from level. While a correlation might suggest
lethal controls reached 25 percent—their causation in some situations, it is not
necessarily the case. Causation requires
general reproduction rate—the increase
much higher levels of certainty to prove
in depredations declined.
than does correlation.
“Annual mortality in excess of 25 percent
“We do not yet know the exact
will reduce future depredations, but that
mortality rate is unsustainable and cannot mechanism of how increased wolf
be carried out indefinitely if federal relisting mortality up to 25 percent results
in increased livestock depredations,
of wolves is to be avoided,” the study
discussed in its conclusion. “Furthermore, but we do know that increased mortality
is associated with compensatory
a 5 percent kill rate of wolves yields the
increased breeding pairs, compensatory
same number of cattle and sheep
numbers of wolves, and depredations,”
depredations as a 35 percent (cattle)
the study’s authors noted.
and 30 percent (sheep) kill rate, but the
30 or 35 percent rate is unsustainable
Earlier in the paper, they noted that
for wolf population persistence and the
earlier studies of the same topic suggests
5 percent rate is not.”
killing wolves can destabilize and fracture
existing packs, particularly if one of the
Though the positive correlation
breeding pair is killed. This fracturing
between the wolf kill one year and the
can lead to more breeding pairs forming
depredations the next was highlighted,
and more, smaller packs becoming
there were other correlations found.
established.
The number of breeding pairs of wolves,
total wolf populations, and total livestock
populations were also positively
correlated with livestock depredations.
The breeding pairs detail was an
important one for cattle.

The study also cited earlier works on
the topic which found or predicted that
breeding pairs are more likely to be
responsible for livestock depredation
because they are bound to a den site.

“For each additional breeding pair on the
landscape the estimated mean number
of cattle depredated the following year
increased by 8-9 percent.”

The study’s authors acknowledged that
lethal control of wolves is sometimes
necessary. Despite this, they suggested
“managers also consider testing non-
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lethal methods of wolf control because
those methods might not be associated
with increased depredations on the
long term.”
“The worst possible case appears to be
a high [wolf] mortality rated at about 2025 percent, since this corresponds to a
‘standing wave’ of the highest livestock
depredations.”
The authors come from the Washington
State University’s Large Carnivore
Conservation Lab. The lab has been
working on a number of wolf/ livestock
studies including the recently released one.
Despite the potential questions raised by
the authors’ sources, lead author Wielgus
said he did not expect the results with
wolves the study returned.
“I had no idea what the results were
going to be, positive or negative,”
he told the university’s news outlet.
“I said, ‘Let’s take a look at it and see
what happened.’ I was surprised that
there was a big effect.”
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